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Kebijakan Keamanan Pangan India Melawan Rezim Globalisasi

Abstract

International regimes are established by international organizations under the Washington Consensus. Thus International organizations such as WTO (World Trade Organizations) which accommodates developed countries’ interest. WTO has made world trade rule which set of food subsidy which stimulates a tough debate between developed countries and developing countries. In the WTO meeting, India proposed food subsidy for 5 percent higher that it is suggested by WTO and successfully approved in the WTO Forum known as Bali Package. India’s proposal regarding food security is part of India’s domestic policies. In September 2013, India passed The Indian National Food Security Act and applied cheap food for the poor. Dense population in India reates insecurity, especially on food accessibility. This research is conducted to explain the policy of the Indian government in strengthening its national interest amid the globalization.
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